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Bitcoin to the Moon? 

This is hardly the first time a rapid increase in the price 
of Bitcoin (and other cryptocurrencies) has sparked 
a renewed wave of interest. Nevertheless, we thought 
publishing a companion article to the podcast might 
be prudent. What follows is not a comprehensive sub-
stitute for Adam and Austin’s high-level discussion, but 
should it spark a deeper interest, we strongly encour-
age you to give them a listen.   

In the realm of finance, few innovations have sparked 
as much intrigue and debate as Bitcoin. Emerging in 
2009 from the shadows of the financial crisis, Bitcoin 
presented a radical new idea: a digital currency inde-
pendent of any central authority, designed to be secure, 
anonymous, and finite in supply. The brainchild of the 
enigmatic Satoshi Nakamoto, whose real identity re-
mains a mystery, Bitcoin’s foundational technology, 
blockchain, proposed a decentralized system where 
transactions are recorded across multiple computers, 
making it virtually impossible to alter historical data. 
This not only offers a level of transparency and securi-
ty unheard of in traditional financial systems but also 
introduced the concept of digital scarcity through its 

capped supply of 21 million coins, challenging conven-
tional notions of value and currency.

The Evolution of Bitcoin: From Obscurity to 
Mainstream

Bitcoin’s journey from an obscure cryptographic ex-
periment to a mainstream financial asset is a testament 
to its underlying principles and a growing disillusion-
ment with traditional monetary systems. Initially em-
braced by tech enthusiasts and libertarians, Bitcoin’s 
potential as a hedge against inflation and financial 
instability gradually attracted the attention of more 
mainstream investors. Its decentralized nature offered 
a form of what some consider “digital gold,” providing 
a new avenue for portfolio diversification.

However, Bitcoin’s path has been anything but smooth. 
Its association with illicit activities in the early days, 
due to the anonymity it offered, and its extreme price 
volatility have led to intense scrutiny and debate 
among regulators, investors, and the public. Despite 
these challenges, Bitcoin has seen a growing accep-

Bitcoin Basics, the ETF Landscape, 
and Investment Considerations 

In the most recent episode of our Amplified Wealth podcast, Adam Armstrong and Austin 
Hagaman took a deep dive into Bitcoin, discussing the mining process, pricing, distribution 
of ownership, the upcoming halving event, and the host of newly available ETFs. From the 
time of their recording in early March, Bitcoin has risen from $52k to $73k and back to $64k 
as of this writing.
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tance, with major financial institutions, corporations, 
and even some governments exploring its potential as 
an investment and a tool for economic innovation.

Investor Perspectives on Bitcoin

The investor’s dilemma with Bitcoin lies in its classi-
fication: is it a currency, a commodity, a speculative 
asset, or perhaps a new asset class altogether? Unlike 
traditional assets, Bitcoin’s value is not derived from 
physical properties or cash flows but from the collec-
tive belief in its utility and potential as a store of val-
ue and medium of exchange. This has led to divergent 
views among investors, with some heralding it as the 
future of money and others dismissing it as a specula-
tive bubble.

A fascinating aspect of Bitcoin’s ecosystem is the reve-
lation that the U.S. government, often seen as a poten-
tial adversary to decentralized digital currencies, owns 
one of the largest Bitcoin hoards with over 200,000 in 
possession. This stems from seizures related to crimi-
nal activities, highlighting Bitcoin’s complex relation-
ship with legal and financial systems. For investors, 
this serves as a stark reminder of Bitcoin’s volatile legal 
and regulatory landscape, which can significantly im-
pact its value and acceptance.

Bitcoin and the Traditional Financial World

As Bitcoin’s popularity grew, so did the interest from 
traditional financial institutions. Initially skeptical, 
many have started to explore Bitcoin’s potential, either 
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Bitcoin mining, the process through which new Bit-
coins are created and transactions are verified, epit-
omizes the marriage of cryptography and economic 
incentives. Using powerful computers, miners solve 
complex mathematical problems to validate transac-
tions and are rewarded with new Bitcoins. This secures 
the network and gradually introduces new coins into 
circulation in a process meticulously designed to mim-
ic the scarcity and labor of mining precious metals.

However, the energy-intensive nature of mining has 
sparked environmental concerns, leading to debates 
about the sustainability of Bitcoin and similar crypto-
currencies. Innovations such as using renewable ener-
gy sources and more energy-efficient consensus mech-
anisms are being explored to address these concerns, 
highlighting the ongoing evolution of blockchain tech-
nology and its potential beyond cryptocurrencies.

by offering cryptocurrency-related services or by in-
vesting directly in Bitcoin. This shift signifies a grow-
ing acknowledgment of digital currencies’ potential 
to coexist with or challenge traditional financial sys-
tems. For investors, this mainstream acceptance serves 
as a double-edged sword: it provides legitimacy and 
potential stability to Bitcoin, but also introduces new 
dynamics that can influence its value and role in the 
broader financial ecosystem.

Technological Underpinnings and the  
Promise of Blockchain

At the heart of Bitcoin’s allure is its underlying tech-
nology—blockchain. Far more than just a ledger for 
recording transactions, blockchain technology offers 
a new paradigm for data integrity, transparency, and 
security. By distributing the ledger across a network 
of computers, blockchain ensures that no single entity 
can control or alter historical data, making it incredi-
bly resilient to fraud and corruption.

The Mining & Blockchain Process

Chart courtesy of Fidelity
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Bitcoin’s Price Dynamics: A  
Rollercoaster Ride

Understanding Bitcoin’s price dynamics requires delv-
ing into its history of booms and busts, each illus-
trating the complex interplay of supply and demand, 
investor sentiment, and external influences. Bitcoin’s 
limited supply—capped at 21 million—sets the stage 
for potential scarcity value akin to precious metals like 
gold. This scarcity is further accentuated by the halv-
ing events, which reduce the reward for mining new 
blocks by half approximately every four years, effec-
tively slowing the rate of new Bitcoin creation and ap-
plying deflationary pressure.

The price of Bitcoin has been subject to dramatic fluc-
tuations, driven by various factors:

• Adoption and Utility: Increases in adoption, 
whether for transactions, investment, or specula-
tion, tend to drive the price up. Conversely, reg-
ulatory crackdowns or technological challenges 
can lead to declines.

• Market Sentiment and Speculation: Bitcoin’s mar-
ket is heavily influenced by investor sentiment, of-
ten amplified by media coverage and social media, 
leading to rapid price swings based on news, ru-
mors, or even tweets from influential figures.

• Macro-Economic Factors: Global economic con-
ditions, such as inflation rates, currency devalua-
tion, and financial crises, can also impact Bitcoin’s 
appeal as a hedge against traditional monetary 
systems, influencing its price.

Navigating Bitcoin’s volatility requires a robust under-
standing of these dynamics and preparedness for the 
potential for significant drawdowns, which have his-
torically followed its meteoric rises.

The aforementioned podcast dives deeper into some 
measurable the supply-side miner economics that may 
drive prices swings and the ensuing behavioral mania 
and capitulation events that follow which can be mea-
sured by realized gains on coins being transferred.

Investment Vehicles for Bitcoin: Expanding 
Accessibility

The evolution of investment vehicles for Bitcoin re-
flects its journey from a niche digital curiosity to a 
recognized financial asset. Initially, investors looking 
to gain exposure to Bitcoin had to navigate the com-
plexities of buying and storing it directly, dealing with 
cryptographic keys and digital wallets. While empow-
ering for some, this process presented significant bar-
riers to entry for mainstream investors accustomed to 
traditional financial infrastructure.

The recent introduction of spot Bitcoin ETFs marked a 
significant milestone. These ETFs offer a more accessi-
ble route for investors to gain exposure to Bitcoin’s price 
movements without the complexities of direct owner-
ship or the high fees and significant tracking errors of 
vehicles like the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) prior 
to the conversion to an ETF. Spot ETFs, which hold 
actual Bitcoin or some which track its price through 
futures contracts, are traded on traditional stock ex-
changes, making them accessible to a broader audience 
of investors through standard brokerage accounts.

However, these investment vehicles come with their 
considerations:

• Direct Ownership vs. ETFs: While ETFs offer 
convenience, they may come with management 
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fees and potential tracking errors. Direct owner-
ship of Bitcoin provides more control and avoids 
these fees but requires a higher level of technical 
understanding and responsibility for security.

• Futures-Based vs. Spot ETFs: Futures-based 
ETFs, which use Bitcoin futures contracts to 
track its price, can suffer from roll costs and po-
tential deviations from the spot price of Bitcoin. 
Spot ETFs, holding actual Bitcoin, may offer clos-
er tracking but are subject to the regulatory and 
security challenges of holding and safeguarding 
large amounts of cryptocurrency.

As the ecosystem around Bitcoin investment continues 
to evolve, investors have a growing array of options, 
each with its trade-offs. This highlights the need for 
due diligence and a clear understanding of the un-
derlying risks and mechanics. It is worth noting that 
GBTC can get away with a higher fee since it has been 
in portfolios for years at this point.  Older holders of 
GBTC must weigh up front costs of capital gains tax 
versus an ongoing higher annual fee.

Navigating the Bitcoin Investment Landscape

The landscape offers unprecedented opportunities and 
significant challenges for investors considering adding 
Bitcoin to their portfolios. The digital currency’s po-
tential for high returns, driven by its unique supply 
dynamics and growing acceptance, is counterbalanced 
by its susceptibility to volatile price swings and regula-
tory uncertainties. Consider the chart on the following 
page, which uses a logarithmic scale to map the per-
centage-basis price drawdowns of Bitcoin from new 
all-time highs.

Critical considerations for potential Bitcoin investors 
include:

• Risk Tolerance and Time Horizon: Given Bit-
coin’s volatility, investors must carefully assess 
their risk tolerance and investment time hori-
zon. A long-term perspective may help weath-
er the price fluctuations inherent in this nascent 
market if returns continue as they have.

Bitcoin CustodianTypeFee* Total AUMNameETF Symbol

Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLCSpot1.50%$22.8BGrayscale Bitcoin Trust ETFGBTC

Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLCSpot0.25%$5.2BiShares Bitcoin TrustIBIT

Fidelity Digital Asset ServicesSpot0.25%$3.9BFidelity Wise Origin Bitcoin FundFBTC

N/AFutures0.95%$2.01BProShares Bitcoin Strategy ETFBITO

Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLCSpot0.21%$1.1BARK 21Shares Bitcoin ETFARKB

Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLCSpot0.20%$931.0MBitwise Bitcoin ETFBITB

Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLCSpot0.25%$336.2MInvesco Galaxy Bitcoin ETFBTCO

GeminiSpot0.25%$175.7MVanEck Bitcoin TrustHODL

Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLCSpot0.25%$136.5MThe Valkyrie Bitcoin FundBRRR

Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLCSpot0.19%$80.1MFranklin Bitcoin ETFEZBC

Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLCSpot0.25%$21.7MWisdomTree Bitcoin FundBTCW

N/AFutures0.90%$20.5MHashdex Bitcoin Futures ETFDEFI

Bitcoin ETFs
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• Portfolio Diversification: Bitcoin can offer diver-
sification benefits due to its low correlation with 
traditional asset classes. However, its inclusion in 
a portfolio should be balanced against its risk pro-
file and the investor’s overall investment strategy.

• Regulatory Landscape: The regulatory envi-
ronment for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies 

is evolving. Regulation changes, whether more 
stringent or more accommodating, can signifi-
cantly impact Bitcoin’s acceptance and value.

• Technological and Security Considerations: In-
vesting in Bitcoin, mainly through direct owner-
ship, requires understanding the underlying tech-
nology and best practices for securing digital assets.

in surprising and challenging ways.

As we stand on the precipice of this digital financial 
frontier, Bitcoin’s journey underscores a fundamental 
truth: the future of finance may be uncertain, but it is 
undoubtedly digital.

At Withum Wealth, we remain dedicated to offering 
our clients an expansive investment universe. Our In-
vestment Committee continues to monitor new and 
alternative investment vehicles throughout the year - 
and should we deem Bitcoin or other asset classes ap-
propriate as part of clients’ portfolios, we will incorpo-
rate into accounts. In the meantime should you have 
any questions or would like to discuss the pros and 
cons further, please reach out to your wealth advisor. ■

As Bitcoin continues to carve out its place in the fi-
nancial landscape, it embodies both the promise and 
the perils of digital currencies. Its journey from an ob-
scure digital token to a topic of mainstream financial 
discourse reflects a broader reevaluation of the nature 
of money, value, and the mechanisms that underpin 
our economic systems.

For investors, Bitcoin presents an opportunity to par-
ticipate in a potentially transformative financial inno-
vation, but it also demands a careful consideration of 
its risks and complexities. Whether as a speculative as-
set, a hedge against traditional financial instability, or a 
harbinger of a more decentralized and digital financial 
future, Bitcoin’s story is far from over, and its impact 
on the investment world will likely continue to evolve 

Bitcoin Price Drawdown from ATH

 Concluding Thoughts: Bitcoin’s Place in the Financial Future

Chart courtesy of Glassnode
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Important Disclosure Information: Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of investments 

involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product 

(including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Withum Wealth Management (“WWM”), or any non-invest-

ment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical perfor-

mance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful.  Due to various factors, including changing market conditions 

and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions.  Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion 

or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from WWM.  WWM does 

not make any representations or warranties as to the accuracy, timeliness, suitability, completeness, or relevance of any information prepared by any 

unaffiliated third party, whether linked to WWM’s web site or newsletter or incorporated herein and takes no responsibility for any such content. All 

such information is provided solely for convenience purposes only and all users thereof should be guided accordingly.  To the extent that a reader has 

any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the 

professional advisor of his/her choosing. WWM is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content 

should be construed as legal or accounting advice.  A copy of the WWM’s current written disclosure Brochure discussing our advisory services and 

fees is available for review upon request or at www.withumwealth.com.  If you are a WWM client, please contact us in writing, if there are any changes 

in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing, evaluating, or revising our previous recommendations and/

or services, or if you would like to impose, add, or to modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services.  Unless, and until, you 

notify us, in writing, to the contrary, we shall continue to provide services as we do currently. Please also remember to advise us if you have not been 

receiving account statements (at least quarterly) from the account custodian. 

WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Need More Information? Please do not hesitate to contact a member of the Withum Wealth 
Management team with any questions or concerns:

T (732) 450 0147
infowwm@withumwealth.com
withumwealth.com


